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If, as Jean-Paul Sartre did, Hell is other people, then Gitaram prison should be the most infernal place on earth. It is the most overcrowded penitentiary in the world, and probably the most horrible. Trapped in a walled space half the size of a football field, 7,000 people are detained in conditions that, if they were cattle in Europe, would
have animal rights defenders up in their arms. But this is Rwanda, and since last year's genocide, which killed at least half a million people, there is little sympathy for the fate of the Hutus accused of their massacre. Such is the overcrowding of Guitarama, a prison built on 400 inmates that each person has only half a square meter of
space. Women's cabins have minimal amenities. In the open courtyard, where the bulk of prisoners languish, most have no choice but to stand day and night. The revelations of a report just published by the aid agency Medecins Sans Frontieres are in themselves alarming: one in eight prisoners in Gitaham has died in the past nine
months. Sharing the full story, not just the headlines among the inmates' visits to the nearest hospital, 38 per cent suffer from injuries, including eardrums and bites caused by other inmates; and 41 per cent suffer from rotting feet while standing barefoot on wet and dirty ground. As a result, many had to have their toes, legs and legs
amputated. However, few - even the swelling of human voices, nor the stench of lions enveloping the surrounding neighborhood - does not prepare the visitor for the reality of this prison in central Rwanda. The heaving sea of faces and the crush of half-naked bodies gives little initial hope of sneaking far beyond the iron gate when he is
not naked by a prison guard. Inside the path somehow opens and the visitor is swallowed. Weapons like antennae reach out to ask for the attention of a beginner; feet covered with suppurating sores thrust forward in pleading. Aidez-nos, says one man with a thin, devastated face. Ce n'est pas un prison, c'est un tombeau. Indeed,
Guitarama is a grave for many of those who are within its tall, ohra brick walls. Since September last year, more than 1,000 prisoners have died of suffocation, disease and neglect. Four men trying to escape last month were shot dead and three wounded. With the exception of the hospital building for dysentery prisoners, Gitayama does
not have adequate medical facilities. The hospital has a capacity of only 25 cases and there are several patients to each befouled mattress. The conditions here are absolutely inhumane. It is imperative that they improve, said Brigitte Troyon of the International Committee of the Red Cross, which provides medical and other assistance to
Rwandan prisons. Half a dozen people die in Guitarama every day. If an epidemic breaks out, no one knows how many of them could die. There is only one full-time prison He is assisted by eight medical professionals. With C skin infections, wounds and malnutrition that increase, they are unfortunately unequal in their terrible task. All
services at the local hospital in Kabgaya have been re-signed, so men who are supposed to receive emergency care are left to rot in the damp, dog-like yard. Moving on the ragged mass of humanity, you need not constantly step on the bare, bloated feet of people, forced to stand for endless hours, exposed to the elements. Those who
are too weak to feed themselves have slipped to the ground where they squat in the mud. Many leg ulcers became gangrenous, so the legs became black and rotten and fell. Extended septicaemia painted some faces in a gruesome yellow. Amid the gasping smoke in the cooking area, men stir butter barrels of beans and corn over an
open fire to provide inmates with one meal a day. At the end of the yard is a concrete block, which is the longest-lasting prisoners. His cellar rank, smells like Aides, in which hundreds of people are packed in total darkness. Stairs and corridors are filled with prisoners who dare not sit down for fear of being crushed. The lucky ones
managed to stake a place on the floors of the dormitories where they can lie down. But such overcrowding that even the latrines (of which there are only 20) are occupied by recumbent figures. As the men slumber and defecate side by side, others sluice themselves into the outflow of open sewers. With more than 48,000 prisoners and
limited facilities, the Government had been forced to halt arrests for genocide crimes. The opening of detention centres is under consideration and an expansion is under way in Gitama. But the real cause of overcrowding - the inertia of the trial - shows no signs of resolution. A year and a half after the massacres began, neither the
international nor the Rwandan tribunal has concluded a single genocide case because of a lack of funds and logistical resources. Only a handful of detainees, many of whom were arrested on the testimony of one witness, had any access to legal representation. Perhaps some are innocent, admits Lt. Col. Charles Kayonga, commander of
Gitarama. I am not saying that our methods have always been thorough. But the vast majority of these people are murderers. Rwanda is so widespread that the sense of loss after the genocide and its overwhelming need for retribution that neither the inhuman conditions of punishment nor the possible miscarriage of justice are greatly
affected by the national consciousness. More than two million Hutus, including countless murderers, have escaped justice by fleeing to refugee camps in neighbouring countries or to Europe. The suffering of the several thousand people whom the Tutsi authorities were able to detain says little about the agony of the dead and the grief of
the survivors. Here are the top five worst prisons in Afirka, as many will them like hell on on this list is merged through the source ListWand.com 5. Black Beach Prison, Equatorial Guinea This prison director has been charged with human rights abuses, the most common difficulties inmates face is guard brutality, malnutrition,
overcrowding, rat infestation, and over the population, some cells are designed for two inmates but hold more than 20 convicts. 4. The Maximum Prison of Mukobeko, zambia This is the Gikondo Prison or Kigali City Jail is a prison in Kigali, Rwanda. It was built in the 1930s and was intended only originally for the home of several thousand
prisoners. Since the Rwandan genocide, the number has risen to more than 50,000, as a large proportion of the prisoners were genocide. Those who were brought to the Gakaki courts for trial on war crimes charges remained in prison. The International Committee of the Red Cross was instrumental in the review of detention facilities.
Prison conditions, as in other Rwandan prisons, had deteriorated again, despite pre-war improvements. In October 1999, the ICRC submitted a confidential report to the highest authorities in Rwanda. Following the negotiations, the ICRC improved the supply of food, resources and medicine to civilian prisoners, repaired and reconstructed
them and provided the prison with basic necessities. Inquiries - b International Committee of the Red Cross Annual Report 1999 Archive 2006-11-21 on Wayback Machine, extracted July 1, 2008 This article related to Rwanda is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte This article related to the prison is a stub. You can help
Wikipedia by expanding it.vte extracted from For other purposes, see Muhanga (disambiguation). Place in the southern province, RwandaMuhanga CityGitaramaCentral MuhangaMuhanga CityLocation in RwandaCoordinates: 2'05'04S 29'45'10E / 2.0845197's 29.7526948'E / -2.0845197; 29.7526948Coordinates: 2'05'04S 29'45'10E /
2.0845197'S 29.7526948'E / -2.0845197; 29.7526948CountriesreProinciaSutestuuter ProvinceMuhang DistrictCityCityGuirama City CouncilElevation5,945 ft (1,812 m)Population (2015) - Total87,613ClimateAw Busy People in the Muhang district Photo1 Omega Express in the southern Part of Rwanda Muharanga (formerly Gitanga,
Gitanga, renamed in 2006) is a town in The Southern Province of Rwanda. The city is located at an altitude of 5,945 feet (1,812 m) above sea level. Although Muhanga is officially part of the southern province, it is geographically located in central Rwanda, about 45 kilometers (28 miles) on the road south-west of Kigali, Rwanda's capital
and largest city. This place is located about 85 kilometres north of Kibeho, in the Nyaruguru area, the southernmost region of the southern province. The provincial headquarters in Nyanza, Nyanza, is about 40 kilometres (25 miles) on the road south of Muyang. Muhalga is the second largest city in Rwanda. Muhalga is the capital and
agglomeration in the Muyang area. Due to its geographical location, the city serves as a gateway to the west and south of the country. During the Rwandan genocide in 1994, Muhaang was the seat of the Provisional Government. Amenities City has many amenities, including those listed below: Administration - Public Security Offices Of
the Muhanga District Offices Muhanga District Council Offices Guitarama City Council Gitarama Police Station Gitarama City Jail Muhanga District Prison Muhanga High Court Building Educational Institutions St. Leon Small Seminary, Kabgayi Kabgayi Major Seminary St. Joseph Elementary School St. Joseph High School St. Elizabeth
High School St. Elizabeth Nurses and Midwives College Kabgayi Technical College Kabgayi Catholic Institute of the Catholic University of Rwanda Guitar Adventist High School St. Marie-Rhine High School Groupe Scolaire de Nyabikenke College de Carambi College Adventist de Git We Public Service Kabgaya Hospital Gitarama
Regional Stadium Gitarama Bus Station Muhanga Farmer's Market Branch Inkingi Microfinance Limited Three Branch Of Bank Kigali Branch Ecobank Rwanda Branch Fina Bank Rwanda Branch Banque Populaire du Rwanda SA Sipline delivers materials from Muhanga to medical centers throughout the area using unmanned aerial
vehicles Hotel Sple , a private hospitality institution. The Religion of Kabgaya Small Basilica of St. Andrew's Pastoral Center Muhanga Sion Temple of St. Andrew's Church population 2002 national census of the city population at 84669. In 2004, Muyang's population was estimated at 87,613. Cm. Rwanda Province Links - Briggs, Philip;
Booth, Janice (2006). Rwanda. Bradt's guidebooks. 38. ISBN 978-1-84162-180-7. The Rise of Guitarama, Rwanda. Wolframalpha.com. Received in 2017-06-10. - Distance between Kigali and Gitama with a map. Distancecalculator.globefeed.com. Received in 2017-06-10. A map showing Muhanga and Kibeho with a remote marker.
Distancecalculator.globefeed.com. Received in 2017-06-10. - Distance to the road between Muhalga and Nyanza with a map. Distancecalculator.globefeed.com. Received in 2017-06-10. The main points of interest in Guitarama. Maps.google.com. Received in 2017-06-10. Schlumberger, Heidi. (2011-08-08) Hotel Splendid Best Taxpayer
in Muyanga district. Ncronline.org. Received in 2017-06-10. Estimated population of the city In 2004, the dead connection was derived from the
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